Johann Gerhard Reinhard Andreae (1724 – 1793)
Gerhard Reinhard Andreae (Andreä) was
Johann
born in Hanover in December 1724, the son of

From 1778 to 1781, he employed Jakob Friedrich
Ehrhart, a student of Linnaeus, to organise his
natural history collections, including a herbarium
and collection of seeds. In 1787 Ehrhart honoured
his friend in the name of a moss genus, Andreaea
(the type genus of the family Andreaeaceae), citing
his philanthropy, his wide knowledge in all aspects
of natural history and his efforts to encourage
utilisation of the sciences. In 1801, Carl Linneaus
attributed the name to Johann Hedwig.

Katharina Elisabeth Rosenhagen and her husband
Leopold Andreaea, a wealthy court pharmacist and
third generation owner of the Andreae Pharmacy,
which had served the ducal court since 1645.
Leopold Andreae died on 1 May 1730, two weeks
before the birth of their second child. His widow,
"a very active, intelligent and righteous woman",
raised the children and Johann received the best
education possible. He studied all the sciences,
learned the important languages of 18th century
Europe and the skills of pharmacy in the family
business, which at the time was managed by the
court pharmacist. Urged by the court physician to
study natural sciences, he applied himself to
geology, chemistry, mineralogy and metallurgy
under renowned tutors. In 1747, when he was 23
years old, he became head of the family's pharmacy
in Hanover, then still owned by his mother. She
formally ceded ownership to him in 1751, shortly
before her death. In November 1751 he married
Ilse Sophie Müller.

Andreae's only sister Sophie Elisabeth Andreae,
died in 1764, leaving three children. Her husband,
banker turned theatre director Abel Seyler, who
was devoted to the theatre, relinquished his
paternal rights, and Andreae and his wife, who had
no children of their own, became their loving
parents. Andreae also paid off the substantial debt
of the Seyler theatrical company when it was on the
verge of bankruptcy a few years later, but
demanded that his brother-in-law should have no
further say in financial affairs. The Andreae family
was one of the most highly regarded in Hanover:
Abel Jacob Gerhard Seyler became a court
pharmacist, Ludwig Erdwin Seyler a prominent
banker, and Sophie Seyler married the lawyer and
poet Johann Anton Leisewitz.

A scientific expedition across Switzerland in 1763
extended his knowledge of herbaria, fossil and
crystal collections, salt evaporation ponds, hot
springs and glaciers, and the results of his studies
were published in Letters from Switzerland 1764–
65 in the Hannoversche Magazin, and as an
elaborate book in Zurich in 1776. Highly regarded
by members of the Hanover government, he was
often asked for advice, and for the Prince Elector of
Hanover he studied soil types and their suitability
for agriculture. Alchemistische Briefe in 1767
contained many pharmaceutical perceptions.

Described as kind and generous to everyone,
Johann Gerhard Reinhard Andreae (often known as
J G R Andreae) died in Hanover on 1 May 1793. He
was one of the city's major benefactors during his
lifetime, but declined membership of several
scientific societies, regarding such honours as
"learned charlatanry".

Andreaea mutabilis
Andreaea, a distinctive group of mosses in the
family Andreaeaceae, is a worldwide genus of
about 50 species. The five common species in
New Zealand are mainly small, semi-spherical,
dense, dark mosses growing on bare rock,
especially at high altitudes. The reddish-brown,
often almost black, velvety pads of moss
penetrate small cracks in the rock and are quite
difficult to remove. The pointed capsules are
concealed amongst the leaves. Unlike those of
most mosses, they split length-wise into four
valves, which remain joined top and bottom.
At maturity the segments bulge outward,
leaving large slits through which the spores are
shed, giving rise to one of its common names,
"lantern moss". Andreaea mutabilis is common
and easily seen on Mt Ruapehu.
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